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ward from the continents in winter and inward in summer. In A91 and
A92 the arrows show how the winds blow during January and July. Of
course the direction may change from day to day, but the average direc-
tion is what is here shown. Compare the two maps. In January the
majority of the wind arrows point obliquely away from the high-pressure
areas of the interior of the northern continents. In July the arrows point
similarly inward toward the areas of low pressure in the northern con-
tinents. Thus in winter the cold dry air of the continental interior blows
outward, whereas in summer the moist and relatively cool air of the
oceans blows inward. These outflowing winter winds and inflowing
summer winds are strongest in Asia because of its great size and its loca-
tion in a latitude where the contrast between summer and winter is
extreme. They are weak in Africa in spite of the size, for that continent
lies largely within the tropics.
Winds and Ocean Currents
The movement of the winds causes a corresponding movement of the
ocean waters. The currents thus formed carry ships out of their courses
when the sky is cloudy and the true position cannot be determined. Dur-
ing both World Wars they spread explosive mines far and wide to the
great danger of shipping. Since the trades are the steadiest winds, they
cause the strongest movements. On each side of the equator the trade-
winds blow the surface water westward, causing what are known as
the equatorial currents. If there were no continents these would combine
so that one broad continuous current would pass completely around the
world. The continents, however, deflect the currents either northward
or southward. In A94 notice that Cape Saint Roque in South America
divides the southern half of the Atlantic equatorial current into two parts.
One goes southward as the Brazil Current, while the other joins the
northern equatorial current and swings around northward into the Gulf
of Mexico.
Where the equatorial current comes out from the Gulf of Mexico
between Florida and Cuba it begins to be known as the Gulf Stream.
It is the strongest great ocean current that we know of, the only one
that moves like a great river. In the Straits of Florida it has a depth of
2,000 to 3,000 feet, a width of about 40 miles in the narrowest part, and
a velocity of nearly 5 'miles an hour. As it comes out into the main
Atlantic, however, it quickly loses its riverlike quality and spreads into
a broad shallow sheet which moves more and more slowly until its
rate is only half a mile an hour. There it is joined by other warm
equatorial water which has swung to the right from the tradewind current
before reaching the Gulf of Mexico. Although the Gulf Stream keeps

